
THE MIDDLE AGES

In the history of Europe, the Middle Ages (or medieval period) lasted from the 5th to the 15th century. It began with the
fall of the Western Roman Empire and.

Meanwhile, the Crusades had expanded trade routes to the East and given Europeans a taste for imported
goods such as wine, olive oil and luxurious textiles. Mining A good way of attacking a stone castle was
through mining. Consequently the room became smoky when the fire was lit. He has black stockings to cover
his legs. Now the other things that you see and we saw it on the last map is that the Byzantine Empire is
continuing to lose territory and you can see the Muslim empires in this case it's the Seljuk Turks are able to
take even more territory. And the West decides to send what will eventually be called Crusaders to help regain
land from the Muslims. The large hat is a sign of his wealth. It was also necessary to salt or smoke some of the
meat to make sure that it lasted through the winter. And even though it looks fairly unified in this map, over
different periods of time it's really a bunch of fragmented Germanic kingdoms nominally under this Holy
Roman Empire sometimes it's a little bit more unified under a stronger Holy Roman Emperor. Pippin's
takeover was reinforced with propaganda that portrayed the Merovingians as inept or cruel rulers, exalted the
accomplishments of Charles Martel, and circulated stories of the family's great piety. Most European
monasteries were of the type that focuses on community experience of the spiritual life, called cenobitism ,
which was pioneered by Pachomius d. They knew that many Saxons would be hostile to them and so they had
to make sure that they could defend themselves. Judaism was an active proselytising faith, and at least one
Arab political leader converted to it. The willow can also be dyed using natural products such as berries or
vegetables. The beginnings of nations, empires, most religions practiced today, organized agriculture, trade
and organized warfare are but a few of these influences. She has a woollen cowl to protect her head and
shoulders and boots on her feet. The fire might be started by building a bonfire against the outer wooden fence
palisade or, more usually, by archers shooting fire-arrows into the castle. The Crusades began in , when Pope
Urban summoned a Christian army to fight its way to Jerusalem , and continued on and off until the end of the
15th century. The wool taken from sheep during shearing was used to make clothes. This could be a dangerous
activity for the driver of the cart because carts were piled high with sheaves of wheat and often toppled over.
Superstition ruled.


